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Will US debt lead to mass defaults?

A discussion paper prepared for South-North Consultation on 
“Resistance and Alternatives to Debt Domination” Havana, September 28-30, 2005. 

John Dillon, KAIROS: Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives

This paper suggests that a looming global financial crisis caused by the USA’s own huge debts may create conditions for mass defaults or repudiations of illegitimate debts by Southern governments.

The United States of America is the world’s largest debtor. The US net international investment position, a broad measure of indebtedness that includes private foreign investment as well as bonds and loans, reached $2.48 trillion at the end of 2004. This is the amount by which gross foreign-owned assets in the USA ($11.53 trillion) exceeded US-owned assets abroad ($9.05 trillion). The net amount is almost equal to the total debt of all developing countries, $2.6 trillion as measured by the World Bank without taking into account direct investments. If US trade deficits continue to grow at their current pace the net debt could reach $7 trillion by the time George W. Bush leaves the White House in 2009. Dean Baker, “Dangerous Trends: The Growth of Debt in the U.S. Economy”, 7 September 2004, Center for Economic and Policy Research, Washington www.cepr.net 
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The US debt is growing because of its huge current account and budget deficits which reached $668 billion and $412 billion respectively in 2004. The current account deficit, now at 5.5% of GDP, is on course to reach 8% by 2008 and 12% by 2010. US trade deficits are largely (90%) financed by foreign purchasers of dollar-denominated financial instruments, such as US Treasury bills. As economist James K. Galbraith explains “[The US gets] real goods and services, the product of hard labour by people much poorer than [US consumers], in return for chits that cause no effort to produce.” Cited in Asad Ismi “U.S. can’t keep relying on other countries to pay for its imperial excesses” The CCPA Monitor May 2005 Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 

Charles de Gualle called the USA’s ability to simply print more money to spend abroad an “exorbitant privilege.” Ibrahim Warde “Le sort du dollar se joue à Pékin” Le Monde Diplomatique Mars 2005 Andre Gunder Frank calls this arrangement “a global confidence racket,” one that can only continue as long as other countries keep on buying US financial assets. Andre Gunder Frank “The Naked Hegemon” Asia Times 10 January 2004 www.atimes.com  Foreign investors own about 53% of all US Treasury bills and over half of these overseas holdings belong to central banks. Financial Times 16 August 2005 Japan is the biggest foreign investor holding $680 billion while China, Taiwan and South Korea also own substantial amounts. 

Southern Countries Finance US Debt

Developing countries hold a surprisingly large portion of US debts as part of the foreign exchange reserves owned by their central banks. According to World Bank estimates, at the end of 2004 all developing countries together had foreign exchange reserves worth $1,592 billion. World Bank Global development Finance 2005 Washington, April 2005 p.165. About 70% of these reserves are invested in dollar-denominated assets, either in the US itself or on euro-dollar markets. As Eric Toussaint points out, these reserves exceed the total public and publicly guaranteed debts of developing countries which reached $1,555 billion at the end of 2004. Eric Toussaint “Utopie pour briser la spirale internale de la dette” CADTM 8 juin 2005 www.cadtm.org  

Only a few individual developing countries are in fact net creditors. Half of developing country reserves, amounting to $775 billion at the end of 2004, are held in East Asia, with China owning about four fifths of these assets. East Asian developing countries had $2.84 in reserves for each dollar of external public debt. In every other region public debts still exceed foreign exchange reserves but by smaller margins than one might expect. Eastern Europe and South Asia have 89 cents in reserves for every dollar of public debt and the Middle East and North Africa 80 cents per dollar. Latin America and the Caribbean have less, 44 cents per dollar of debt and Sub-Saharan Africa the least with 34 cents in reserves for each dollar of public debt. calculated from World Bank Global development Finance 2005 p. 161 and 165. 

Why do central banks, particularly in Asia, hang on to such huge currency reserves? One reason is that after the Asian financial crisis of 1997-98, Asian governments decided to build up their reserves as protection against abrupt reversals of capital flows. They wanted to have more liquidity on hand to defend their currencies against speculative attacks by money traders. We shall return to the implications of developing country ownership of so many US assets later. But first we need to explore the origins of the US debt.


Bush Tax Cuts and Wars Increase US Debt

The causes of recent growth in US fiscal deficits are not hard to find. George W. Bush has pledged $350 billion in tax cuts for the wealthy over a period of 10 years. The invasions and occupations of Afghanistan and Iraq have already cost $250 billion. Federal tax revenues were $145 billion lower in 2004 at the end of Bush’s first term than they were in 2000, the last year of the Clinton administration, while 2004 spending was $503 billion higher than in 2000.

According to France’s Finance Minister, Thierry Breton, during a private, off-the-record discussion among Group of Seven Finance Ministers and central bank governors in September of 2005, Alan Greenspan, the Chairman of the US Federal Reserve Board, admitted that the US has “lost control” of its budget deficit. cited in The Globe and Mail, Toronto, 26 September 2005, B1. 

To finance its current account and fiscal deficits the US has to borrow $2.6 billion every day, amounting to an incredible 80% of the world’s net savings. Cited in Asad Ismi op. cit. 

Chart 2 Annual US Current Account and Fiscal Balances 1982 – 2004
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Overseas investors have become increasingly nervous about holding dollar-denominated assets. In November, 2004 Mr. Greenspan acknowledged that “foreigners may tire of financing the record US current account deficit and diversify into other currencies or demand higher US interest rates.” Ibid. There is evidence that central banks are already diversifying their portfolios. The Bank for International Settlements reports that the ratio of dollar reserves to other currencies such as euros, pounds or Swiss francs held by Asian governments has declined from 81% in the third quarter of 2001 to 67% in September 2004. Ibid. China reduced its dollar holdings from 83% to 68%, India from 68% to 43% and Thailand from 80% to 50% over the same period. 

Starting in June of 2004, the US Federal Reserve raised interest rates by a quarter of a percentage point eleven times in succession, in part to keep foreign investments in the US. But these rate hikes have not been large enough to reverse the dollar’s decline. Between February of 2002 and March of 2005 the US dollar fell by 38% against the Euro, by 25% against the Canadian dollar and by 23% against the yen. While a decline in the dollar may diminish developing countries’ dollar-denominated debts in terms of their own currencies, the effects are unevenly distributed. Most of the gains accrue to private sector borrowers while losses are incurred by the public sector, especially central banks holding substantial dollar reserves. World Bank Global Development Finance 2005, page 52.

At the same time a falling US dollar increases the size, in dollar terms, of the two-fifths of developing country debts denominated in other currencies. After the dollar started its decline during 2002, the World Bank calculated that this “currency valuation effect” increased the nominal dollar value of developing country debts by $71 billion in 2002 and $87 billion in 2003. World Bank Global Development Finance 2005, page 73, Box 4.1.

The drop in the value of the greenback constitutes an effective default on a portion of the USA’s debts because the “new” dollars it prints to service these debts are worth less than the “old” dollars it borrowed. The devaluation of the greenback costs central banks and foreign investors in US assets billions of dollars in losses.

Why do Asian countries in particular continue to take losses by holding so many dollar-denominated assets that earn low returns while allowing the US to live beyond its means? Japan has long been willing to pay a price for the protection the US military umbrella provides for its trade and overseas investments. Japan paid $13 billion of the $61 billion financial cost of the first Persian Gulf war in 1990 in order to keep its access to oil from the Middle East. (Most of the rest was paid for by Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states.) One could say that President George H. Bush senior got a better deal than his son as Japan paid for his Gulf war with grants while George W. Bush only gets loans. 

China has willingly lent back to the United States billions and billions of dollars from its enormous and growing trade surpluses as a type of vendor financing for its exports. China’s bilateral trade surplus with the US now exceeds $200 billion a year as China exports six times as much merchandise to the US as it imports. Financial Times 24 August 2005  Until recently China kept its currency, the renminbi (or yuan as it also known), strictly pegged to the US dollar to protect its export trade against the price increases and loss of market share that might follow a revaluation against the dollar. The US put enormous pressure on China to allow its currency to rise against the dollar in the hope that this would reduce the US trade deficit.

In July of 2005 China loosened the link to the US dollar by moving its valuation to a basket of currencies, effectively revaluing the renminbi upward against the dollar by 2%. Further revaluations can be expected. While China will not openly bow to US pressure to revalue, it will also endeavour to avoid punitive actions. For example, a motion before the US Senate threatens to impose a 27.5% tariff on all China’s sales to the USA unless it revalues the renminbi. 

But aggressive US protectionist measures could ultimately backfire against the USA itself. A further revaluation of the renminbi is not expected to have a substantial effect on the US trade deficit. Wal Mart, the largest US employer, imports 70% of its products from China where workers earn less in a day than US workers earn in an hour. Ibrahim Warde, op. cit. Many US manufacturers have already relocated production to China. Price increases that result from a revalued renminbi will actually increase the US trade deficit in the absence of its ability to produce the same goods at home. 

A revaluation of the Chinese currency will have other effects on the monetary front. If China’s currency rises by 20% against the dollar, as some commentators predict, the value of China’s foreign exchange reserves would fall by $100 billion. If present trends continue, in four years Chinese dollar reserves would reach $1.4 trillion and the cost of a falling dollar would be $300 billion or 12% of China’s GDP. Brad Setser et al. “How Scary Is the Deficit?” Foreign Affairs, July/August 2005 Clearly then as time goes on China will have strong incentives to sell off more of its dollar holdings. Still it will attempt to do so carefully so as not to upset currency markets.

A Balance Of Financial Terror

Asian governments and central banks, transnational investors and the USA have mutual interests in avoiding a financial crisis. Former Treasury Secretary Larry Summers calls the situation “a balance of financial terror” since all stand to lose enormous sums in the event of a financial meltdown. cited in Martin Wolf “A dangerous hunger for American assets” Financial Times 7 December 2004 Andre Gunder Frank uses a similar image – likening the situation to the need to avoid Mutually Assured Destruction from nuclear weapons. Gunder Frank notes that both the wealthy and poor would suffer immensely from a financial crisis that would throw millions of people out of work and wipe out billions of dollars of financial assets.

Given this precarious situation what the world needs is what John Maynard Keynes once called “a program for financial disarmament” when he proposed that an international currency replace reliance on gold or national currencies to settle trade accounts. But the continued irresponsible behaviour of the Bush administration in piling up ever-larger deficits is not taking us towards monetary reform. 

Rather than take measures to reduce its fiscal deficits and increase domestic savings, Bush is continuing his imperial adventures abroad while pushing his plan to privatize social security at home. The latter could involve additional federal borrowing of as much as $2 trillion to finance the transition from public to private pensions. The New York Times 4 November 2004  The new borrowing would be needed to replace the money that now flows into the public system to provide pensions to current retirees as working people’s savings would be diverted into individual accounts invested on financial markets.

While Asian governments are being careful not to precipitate a crisis, private investors are not as inclined to take losses in order to preserve a shaky balance of terror. As one European banker explained to the Mexican newsmagazine Proceso:
“When a financier lends money or invests capital, his problem is not to loan to someone or invest in an industry that will not go bankrupt. Potentially, everyone can go broke. His problem is to lend or invest up to 15 minutes before the crash … [and then] get out on time.” Proceso No. 1020, 20 May 1996, p.19, Mexico DF [emphasis added]

Private investors and speculators who keep a very close eye on currency markets would quickly bail out of dollar-denominated assets if they perceive a crisis coming. Some wealthy investors have already taken steps to protect themselves even as they speculate on the dollar’s collapse. For example, Warren Buffett, the second wealthiest person in the world, is reported to have bought up 20% of the world’s silver at the same time as he has made a $21.4 billion bet against the dollar expecting it to decline further in value. The Globe and Mail, Toronto, 5 August 2005 

Private money traders watch for signs of a “tipping point” that might turn a gradual decline in the value of the greenback into a run on the dollar. For example, when the Korean central bank indicated in February of 2005 that it intended to diversify away from the greenback and hold more Canadian and Australian dollars, a minor panic went through global financial markets. The New York Times reported: “As the Korean comment ping-ponged around the world, all hell broke loose, with currency traders selling dollars for fear that the central banks of Japan and China … might follow suit.” cited in Asad Ismi op. cit.  The Bank of Korea quickly issued a clarification saying the proposal was not a statement of intent and the speculative fury subsided. 

But the fear remains that some such incident could set off a global panic. The predictable result of a run on the dollar would be large increases in US interest rates in an attempt to attract investors back. Just as occurred in the early eighties these high interest rates would provoke at least a deep recession if not a world depression. 

The vulnerability of the US economy to a rise in interest rates is demonstrated by the following data:
	US household debt is equivalent to 85% of the US economy and US citizens already spend a record proportion of their incomes on interest payments.
	“The average US family spends $1.22 for every dollar it earns, has 13 credit cards and $9,312 in credit card debt – twice as much as 10 years ago.” “Look to warmer climes as America faces a big chill” Financial Times 16 August 2005 

US citizens have borrowed $1.6 trillion against the value of their homes at a time when many experts predict the housing bubble is about to burst.
Non-financial US corporations carried $2.9 trillion in debt at the end of 2004.  

What might set off a crisis?

It is impossible to predict what might spark a financial crisis. Any number of events might ignite a panic: an assassination, a coup d’état, an invasion, a natural disaster, miscalculations by traders on the $1 trillion a day derivatives markets, a sale of assets by a major central bank or a disruption in oil supplies – the list is long. 

What is clear is that the longer the Bush administration goes on piling up debt and printing dollars that are backed by nothing more than confidence in the future strength of the US economy the situation becomes more precarious. Furthermore, as time goes by the likely depth of a crisis grows. As Immanuel Wallerstein writes: “When the dollar collapses everything will change geopolitically … it will be a vastly different U.S. – no longer able to live far beyond its means, to consume at the rest of the world’s expense. Americans may begin to feel what countries in the Third World feel when faced with IMF-imposed structural adjustment: a sharp downward thrust in their standard of living.” cited in Asad Ismi op. cit. 

High oil prices are already beginning to pinch US lifestyles and raise expectations of inflation, causing the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates a quarter of a point at a time. Rising oil prices have not yet caused an inflationary spiral in part because the US economy has become somewhat more energy-efficient, more service-based and more reliant on imports of manufactured goods from low-wage countries, particularly China, than it was in the 1980s. But as higher oil prices increase manufacturing and transportation costs, there will be more inflationary pressure. 

Geopolitics of Oil, Money and Militarism Intertwined.

US militarism is both a cause and a potential victim of its financial weakness. One estimate of the eventual cost of the US occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan puts the total at more than five times the $250 billion already spent on invasion, occupation and reconstruction. Linda Bilmes, an assistant secretary at the Department of Commerce from 1999 to 2001 who teaches public finance at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard, calculates that if the US military presence in the Middle East lasts another five years, the total cost to the US could be more than $1.3 trillion. Linda Bilmes “The Trillion-Dollar War” The New York Times 20 August 2005 Her calculations take into account the costs of disability and health payments for returning veterans and the costs to the US economy of higher oil prices brought on, in part, by oil traders concern that US military adventures destabilize global markets.

One consequence of a collapse of the dollar and a US depression would be a diminished ability for the US to finance its military presence around the world. This could lead to the closing of some of the 725 overseas bases it operates and the repatriation of some of the 446,000 troops it has stationed abroad.
 
In 1975 Henry Kissinger struck a deal with the Saudi monarchy offering military protection in return for a guarantee that revenues from petroleum sales would be recycled into petrodollars. The rest of OPEC followed the Saudi lead and officially agreed to sell oil only for US dollars. But that consensus has begun to break down. Saddam Hussein broke with this pattern by starting to sell oil for Euros in 2001, angering the Bush administration and providing another motive for his overthrow. 

If other oil exporting countries try to cut their foreign exchange losses by selling oil for Euros, pounds, francs or for a basket of Asian currencies, they will place further downward pressure on the dollar. Middle-Eastern countries still reinvest most of the money they earn from petroleum sales in US-dollar assets. But this is beginning to change. Towards the end of 2004 Finance Ministers from the Persian Gulf region declared their intention to hold more of their reserves in Euros. According to the Bank for International Settlements, OPEC countries already reduced their holdings of dollars from 75% of reserves in 2001 to 62% in the second quarter of 2004. Financial Times 6 December 2004

The transition from a dollar-dependent financial system to a more stable and balanced order might have been facilitated had all the calls for a new financial architecture been heeded in the wake of the Asian financial crisis. But despite all the task forces and proposals put forward for discussion, very little happened. Symbolic of this inertia was how Wall Street and the US Treasury vetoed the proposal by IMF Deputy-Director Anne Kruger for a Sovereign Debt Restructuring Mechanism. The defeat of this highly flawed proposal marked a reassertion of the power of the Wall-Street-Treasury axis favouring unfettered financial markets. for an analysis of a new international financial system see “At 60 IMF and World Bank Should Retire” Global Economic Justice Report Vol. 3, Number 3, October 2004, Toronto: KAIROS Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives www.kairoscanada.org 

Short-term Implications

The above analysis suggests several short-term policy measures for developing countries. One obvious measure is to continue to diversify foreign exchange holdings away from the sinking dollar. One study projects the potential losses from a falling dollar for a group of 15 developing countries at between 1.8% and 5.6% of their GDP depending on the depth of the dollar’s devaluation. Mark Weisbrot et al. “Going Down With the Dollar: The Cost to Developing Countries of a Declining Dollar” 20 September 2004, Center for Economic and Policy Research, Washington www.cepr.net  Therefore, a prudent policy would be to exchange their dollar reserves for currencies more likely to maintain their value.

Developing countries dependent on commodity exports sold on markets denominated in US dollars face another penalty. Devaluation of the greenback would cause a further deterioration in the terms of trade for these countries for any purchases they may want to make from Europe or Asia.

Given the likelihood of a US financial crisis leading to a sharp fall in US imports developing countries would be wise to diversify their trade and seek more self-reliant economic policies. Certainly developing countries must resist offers of Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with the United States. 

Mexico’s experience under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is a warning for any country invited to sign an FTA with the United States. During the 1994-95 peso crisis Mexico was prevented from using capital controls to stem the outflow of hot money because NAFTA’s investment chapter prohibits restrictions on cross-border financial transfers. see John Dillon Turning the Tide: Confronting the Money Traders Chapter Four 1997, Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives Furthermore, another article compelled Mexico to consult with the IMF and to take its bitter medicine. In short, NAFTA took away some of the tools that other countries, such as Malaysia, have used successfully to fight financial crises.

The construction of regional monetary systems independent of US and IMF domination is another imperative. The Association of South East Asian Nations’ December 2004 summit with China, Japan and South Korea explored the possibility of building an East Asian Community that would co-operate in the areas of trade, finance and security. Although this effort has a long-way to go before it rivals the European Community in stature, there is an agreement to increase borrowing from each other using Asian currencies. There is also renewed talk of an Asian Monetary Fund which would replace reliance on the IMF and of an Asian Currency Unit to replace reliance on the dollar. see “At 60 IMF and World Bank Should Retire” Global Economic Justice Report Vol. 3, Number 3, October 2004, Toronto: KAIROS Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives www.kairoscanada.org  

Implications for the Illegitimate External Debt of Southern Countries

It might be argued that a further decline in the dollar would benefit developing countries because it would involve a diminution of the burden of their dollar-denominated debts when measured in terms of their own currencies. However, as noted above, two-fifths of developing country debt is owed in other currencies whose appreciation carries a cost for Southern debtors. More importantly, this line of argument glosses over a much more fundamental question by assuming that these debts, or at least most of them, are legitimate in the first place.

As the US dollar depreciates, the USA effectively defaults on a portion of its external debts as explained above. In December of 2004 The Economist noted that if the decline in the US dollar continues it will “amount to the biggest default in history.” The Economist 4 December 2004, 9. This unilateral change in the terms of the USA’s own debts is another example of the exorbitant privilege attached to being the issuer of the world’s principal reserve currency. This same privilege is not available to Southern countries that cannot borrow funds in their own currencies. But the example of a unilateral default by the world’s largest debtor gives Southern governments another reason for refusing to make payments on debts that are clearly illegitimate by virtue of their origin as odious debts incurred by dictatorial regimes or because they accumulated due to sky-high interest rates.  

The above analysis indicates that the stage is set for a financial crisis similar to, but not identical to, the debt crisis of the early 1980’s. Whereas in 1983 two-fifths of developing country debts were tied to floating interest rates, now about one-fifth are based on variable interest rates. The 1982 debt crisis was set off by the huge interest rate increases engineered by then Federal Reserve Board chair Paul Volcker in response to speculation against the dollar and inflation deemed to be caused, in part, by high oil prices. Peruvian economist Javier Iguiñiz notes that the inflationary spiral in fact began well before the oil price hikes of 1973 and 1979 and was linked to the excess liquidity the US put onto world markets to finance its growing trade deficits. Páginas, No. 73, November 1985. Now the chief economist at Standard and Poor’s estimates that a rapid decline in the dollar could again push up US interest rates to 15% or 20%, an uncomfortable reminder of the usurious level that interest rates attained in the early 1980’s when they soared above 20%.

The irresponsible behaviour of the Bush administration, especially its unilateralism and militarism, also echoes the behaviour of the Nixon White House. In 1971, at the same time as he delinked the dollar from gold, Richard Nixon imposed a 10% across-the-board surcharge on all US imports in order to force a revaluation of other countries’ currencies and make other countries pay part of the price of the USA’s own crisis. At the time Nixon’s Treasury Secretary, John Connally, ingenuously explained the rationale for the Nixon Shocks by declaring “We had a problem and we are sharing it with the world just like we shared our prosperity…. That’s what friends are for.” cited in GATT-Fly Debt Bondage or Self Reliance Toronto: GATT-Fly 1985 p.13.

The Bush administration has displayed a similar unilateralist bent and cavalier attitude towards its “friends”. It recently angered Canada, its biggest trading partner, by unilaterally ignoring its NAFTA obligations in a dispute over softwood lumber imports. Similarly, the US has unilaterally restricted imports of textiles, clothing, colour televisions, wood furniture and shrimp from China. Now Sidney Weintraub of the Center for Strategic and International Studies reports that “there is growing talk in Washington of more drastic unilateral and protectionist measures such as [another] across-the-board surcharge on imports.” cited in The Globe and mail, Toronto, 23 December 2004 

Another sign of US unilateralism is its own attitude to IMF advice. In accordance with its official mandate, the IMF conducts an annual review of the US economy and then sits down with the US Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board to offer its advice. The Wall Street Journal reports that: “Time and again, the Fed has nodded politely, and for the most part, [ignored the advice, unlike] poor countries that don’t have the luxury of throwing its advice into the dumpster…. The US Treasury, even though it ignores the IMF’s counsel itself, is usually the first to insist that developing countries toe the IMF line.” Wall Street Journal 30 September 1999 Does not the USA’s cavalier attitude to the IMF, and the Fund’s loss of prestige since its disastrous mishandling of the Asian financial crisis, give all the more reason for developing countries to also ignore the Fund?

Would the US honour all its commitments to redeem assets owned by foreign governments or foreign investors in the event of a financial crisis? Some Middle Eastern investors fear that Washington might suddenly seize assets they have deposited in US banks in the name of fighting the “war on terror”. Financial Times 6 December 2004

How will Southern governments react to another financial crisis like that of 1982 that suddenly reduces their export earnings and raises interest rates making it difficult or impossible to service their debts? Will they acquiesce to US Treasury and IMF dictates? 

Or will they seize the opportunity to repudiate unjust and illegitimate debts and refuse to sign agreements with the IMF?

Much will depend of the political support generated by the global justice movement for the suspension of payments or the repudiation of illegitimate debts.

